Sambhram Academy of Management Studies
IQAC Meeting - I
Minutes of the Meeting for the period: MARCH – AUGUST, 2016

Venue: Meeting Room                                   Date: 09/06/ 2016

AGENDA

1. Reading and approving the previous minutes
2. Review of the action taken for the action plans of the previous meeting
3. Conducting Value Added Programs
4. Any other matter with the permission of the Chair

MINUTES OF MEETINGS

1. Welcoming the members and introductory remarks by the Chairperson
2. The Chairman appreciated the faculties who participated and presented papers in the International and National Conferences
3. He requested the faculty members to come out with innovative ideas to improve Teaching and Learning environment in the institution. He also urged the faculty members to take up research work seriously start consultancy work on behalf of the institution
4. He further requested the faculty members to start some value added programs to improve the skills and employability of the students

MEMBERS ATTENDED THE MEETING

1. Dr. K.C Mishra, Chairperson
2. Mr. B N Nagaraj CEO
3. Mr. Balaramaiah

Faculty Members

4. Dr. Zabiulla
5. Mr.H.A.Raghavendra
6. Mrs. Sophia Margaret
7. Mr. Siba Prasad
8. Mrs. Aripta
9. Mrs. Jyothi Maskeri
10. Mrs. Nirmala S
11. Mr.G.R.Naidu
Administrative and Technical staff

12. Mr. Narasimha Reddy
13. Mr. Nanjundiah

Students

14. Ms. Srinidhi
15. Mr. Shiva Kumar Reddy
16. Mr. Syed Nemathulliah Hussan

Alumni Representatives

17. Mr. Sarovar
18. Ms. Supriya
19. Mr. Mahesh
20. Ms. Sushma

IQAC CHAIRPERSON- CUM- DIRECTOR
Sambhram Academy of Management Studies
IQAC Meeting – II

Minutes of the Meeting for the period: AUGUST 2016– MARCH, 2017

Date: 20/01/ 2017

AGENDA
1. Reading and approving the previous minutes
2. Review of the action taken for the action plans of the previous meeting
3. Conducting Value Added Programs
4. Any other matter with the permission of the Chair

MINUTES OF THE MEETING

1. The Principal welcomed the members and gave introductory remarks
2. He reviewed the action taken towards the resolutions passed in the previous meeting
3. Principal appreciated Dr. Snehalatha and her team for the success of workshop conducted on “APPLIED MATHEMATICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE”
4. Chairperson informed the members about the developments in discussions with De Montfort University, UK. He also told that students’ exchange program was also planned
5. He appreciated the program on ‘Meditation and Yoga for Women’ which was conducted in the College
6. He appreciated the seminar conducted at the class level on “Save Trees” and orientation program conducted for teachers on “Environment and Public Health” for spreading awareness
7. Principal thanked the faculty members for attending the work shop on “New Horizons of Economics, Business and Management: Cultivating Pathway and Creative Research and Collaborative Imagination” by Prof A.K. Giri, Madras Institute of Development Studies and another program “Career Making for Corporate World” by Mr Sundar Rajan, Corporate trainer

MEMBERS ATTENDED MEETING

1. Dr. K.C Mishra, Chairperson
2. Mr. B N Nagaraj CEO
3. Mr. Balaramaiah GFC
Faculty
4. Dr. Zabiulla
5. Mr. H.A. Raghavendra
6. Mrs. Nirmala S
7. Mrs. Sophia Margaret
8. Mr. Siba Prasad
9. Mrs. Aripta
10. Mrs. Jyothi Maskeri

Administrative and Technical staff
11. Mr. K S Nanjundaiah
12. Mr. Satish M

Students
13. Ms. Srinidhi
14. Mr. Shiva Kumar Reddy
15. Mr. Syed Nemathulliah Hussan

Alumni
16. Mr. Vasanth
17. Ms. Supriya
18. Mr. Mahesh
19. Ms. Sushma

PRINCIPAL AND CHAIR PERSON - IQAC